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Results are presented from a one year study OfOTio inlet on the north coast of Spain. The objec
tive of this study was to degign civil works which could solve navigational problems at the inlet
entrance. Field measurement, physical models. and a mathematical transport model were used
to achieve this objective. Three groins were planned in order to guarantee an established
draught and a low wave energy along the inlet entrance.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Inlet entrance, nUl';gational proh!ems, wave-current, trans
port.

INTRODUCTION

Most literature on tidal inlets only considers
the gorge channel, defined as the cross section
of minimum area, O'BRIEN (1931, 1969),
ESCOFFIER (1940, 1972), VAN DE KREEKE
(1985), However, if one is dealing with navi
gational aspects of tidal inlets, especially with
harbour entrances, more appropriated theories
are required, i,e, those where the overall sta
bility of the tidal inlet is established, including
all sections of a tidal entrance, their sediment
transports, BRUUN <1986, 1978), and combi
nations of wave and current forces, GRANT and
MADSEN (1979), FREDS0E (1984), These
kinds of theories give a proper idea of the mor
phodynamics of tidal inlets and can be deployed
as adequate tools that indicate ways to solve
problems within tidal entrances, Quantification
of these solutions of requires physical and
mathematical models, Accordingly, this paper
presents the results of a one-year study of Orio
inlet and the design of a new inlet geometry
which alleviates navigational problems,
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ORIO INLET LOCALITY

Physical Setting

Orio Inlet (Figure 1), is a small inlet on the
North coast of Spain (43 0 17' N, 02° 08' W),
located about 80 km East of Bilbao and 10 km
West of San Sebastian, This inlet is navigable
for fishing vessels and has in Orio City, which
lies about 2 km from the entrance, an important
fishing-harbour. The region landward of Orio
City is characterized by a tidal river of gentle
slope (4 x 10 4

).

Tides, Waves and Sediments

Tidal data were obtained from a tide gage
installed specifically for this study. Tides in
Orio inlet are governed by the semidiurnal com
ponent M2, The average tidal range is about 2
m and the spring range is 4,5 m, Due to the con
figuration of Orio Inlet, storm surges are not a
problem,

The wave climate along the northeast coast of
Spain has an annual average significant height
of 1 m, and a typical year winter storm of 4 m
significant height. Significant wave periods
range from 8 to 20 sc, Waves are normally from
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Figure 1. Location of the study area

the north-northwest. Figure 2 shows the deep
water annual significant wave height (H s )

regime.
The continental shelf in the front of the inlet

has a slope of 1:100 and is sandy up to the forty
meter depth contour. In most of the zone sand
thickness averages about five meters. ario is
a sandy inlet with sand ranging between 0.20
and 0.30 millimeters in diameter; muds and
silts are found only up the aria River. Dams
and bridges stop most sediment transport by
the river. The average river discharge is about

10 m"/sec and is not significant relative to the
maximum tidal discharge (300 m" /sec for
spring tide). Floods are controlled by dams and
the expected maximum flow in one hundred
years does not reach 100 m" /sec.

Inlet Geometry

The actual ario Inlet entrance geometry is
determined by the east side jetty and the west
side cliff. The east side jetty acts as a beach bar
rier and the beach San Juan de ario may be con-
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Figure 2. Deep water signIficant wave height regime.

sidered a pocket beach. Two bends of approxi
mately 70° and 40° are the most conspicuous
geometrical characteristics. Since the entrance
orientation is NNW, storm waves reach it
almost orthogonally and propagate along the
inlet axis.

Civil Works History

Navigational improvements in Grio Inlet
began in 1533. By that time, the beach was
closer to the city, the entrance depth was about
2 m and the entrance width was adequate for
any known vessel. From 1533 to 1920 all civil
works were focused in the construction of a wall
along the river between Grio and Torretxe
beach (see Figure ll. In 1910 (Figure 3a), the
construction of a primary east side jetty was fin
ished. This jetty was supposed to wash out the
dangerous ocean shoals. In 1935 (Figure 3bJ,
the jetty was lengthened and a beach (San Juan
de Grio) emerged between it and the east cliff.
The jetty length was not enough for solving the

shoals problem. The east jetty was lengthened
afterwards in 1960 and in 1984 (Figure 4a,bl
with similar results. This last enlargement
placed the jetty head in water six meters deep
and beyond a hypothetical line drawn between
rocky headlands.

Navigational Problem

The navigation channel in Grio Inlet is mod
eled by waves and tidal currents. It can be
divided into two different zones: an internal
zone and an exposed zone. The internal zone,
which extends from Grio City to Torretxe Beach
(Figure 1) (about 1500 m length), is well pro
tected against wave action by the last bend near
Torretxe Beach. The dynamic equilibrium is
thus basically defined by tidal ebb and flood cur
rents. Sediment movements and hydrodynam
ics features of this zone are well established by
the geometry and results in a quiet and stable
navigational channel. The exposed zone, which
extends from Torretxe Beach to the entrance

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 5, No.1, 19R9
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Figure 3. Historic jetty positions (al 1910, (b) 1935.

a)

Figure 4. Historic jetty position (al 1960, (b) 1984.

h)
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due to the combination of waves and currents,
has a dangerous movable channel where waves
may break.

The bed morphology of the exposed region,
described in Figure 5, results from the strong
interaction between waves, currents and inlet
geometry. Due to the jetty bend, ebb currents
increase their velocity in zone 1 causing a deep
and narrow channel. It deflects to zone 4 where
waves are low. Zones 2 and 3 correspond to sedi
mentation or bay shoals, mainly due to the var
iation of the wave action. The equilibrium of
the exposed zone is established by the combi
nation of waves and currents so the seasonal
changes modify the geometry of the channel.
The bathymetry of the inlet shows these sea
sonal changes. In winter, when waves are
higher, the channel becomes deeper and the
sand of zone 2 is transported to Torretxe Beach.
Waves breaking on ocean bars and the beach
introduce sand into the inlet increasing sedi
mentation in zone 3. In summer, under a mild
wave regime tidal currents predominate and
the channel loses depth. In conclusion, waves

Figure 5. Entrance bathymetry.

not only break on outer and inner bars but the
navigation channel morphology changes con
tinuously during the year.

MORPHOLOGICAL AND
NAVIGATIONAL STABILITY ANALYSIS

Bars and shoals, i.e. their locations and con
figurations, dominate the Orio entrance prob
lem. According to BRUUN and GERRITSEN
(1969) the coastal geomorphological condition
of the entrance may be described by the il/M t

ratio (!1 = tidal prism, M t = the total amount
of material carried to the entrance). Good con
ditions for navigation are guaranteed if il/M t

> 300. The conditions for navigation at Orio
Inlet are very bad. Comparing the actual mor
phology of Orio Inlet with stability conditions
given by BRUUN (1986), the parameter il/M t

may be evaluated as large as 40. Taken in
account that il = 4 X 10" m 3

, the total amount
of material carried to the entrance is M t = 105

m 3 /yr.
Today, it is impossible to obtain an increase

®
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of f! and inlet improvement calls for a reduction
of M t • The source of material computed in M t

and carried to the entrance can be divided into:
bay shoal material, ocean shoal material and
beach material. A reduction of M t may be
achieved by (1) dredging, (2) extending the east
jetty, (3) improving the flushing ability of ebb
currents (Venturi Effect). In this case, the later
solution was selected. This objective was to
design a Venturi system in the exposed zone
that consistly of three hydraulic barriers (Fig
ure 7). Two physical models were constructed
for the evaluation of the flushing ability of ebb
currents and the modification of wave action.
One distorted hydraulic model was for the inlet
while another undistorted wave model was for
the entrance. Once the hydraulic model con
firmed the efficiency of the solution, it was
tested in the wave model. Several postulation
and fedback mechanisms were needed before a
final solution could be achieved.

The hydraulic model was a distorted fixed bed
model with n x = 1/150, n y = 1/45, ny/nx =

3.3. Flood and ebb currents were evaluated for
different tidal conditions. Two field measure
ments (winter and summer) were conducted to
calibrate the model. Maximum ebb velocities
for spring tide conditions are presented in Fig
ure 6. It is possible to distinguish three differ
ent areas: Entrance-Torretxe beach with cur
rent magnitudes about 0.35 m/ sec, Torretxe
beach with currents about 0.45 m/sec, and
Torretxe-Orio City with currents about 0.6
m/sec.

All the regions have the same sediment

transport rate, that is all the regions have the
same flushing ability (dynamic equilibrium)
although they have different velocity magni
tudes. That gives an idea of the relative impor
tance in stability conditions of wave action in
each region. A similar example can be found in
BRUUN (1968) in relation to the case of Thy
boran Channel. Consequently, wave action
must be reduced in the region of the entrance
Torretxe beach and accompanied by an increase
in current velocity to maintain the flushing
ability of the zone.

The final solution, shown in Figure 7, is com
posed of three groins almost perpendicular to
the east jetty with curved heads. Hydraulically,
the main ebb current flows between groin heads
and the east jetty; two eddies are formed in the
space between the groins. The distance between
the groins was established so that eddies
develop and avoid the interchange of water
between eddies and main flow. The groin sys
tem works as a hydraulic barrier. Finally, it
was ascertained that the distance between the
groin heads and the east jetty were sufficient for
admitting adequate navigational conditions for
fishing vessels. The maximum ebb velocity for
spring tide conditions with the new configura
tion is presented in Figure 8.

The objectives of the entrance wave model
were to determine (1) the wave propagation
along the navigational channel, (2) the geome
try of the groins (interactioned with hydraulic
model), and (3) stability of groin slope. With the
configuration of the groins (shown in Figure 7)
and overall reduction of wave height was deter-

Figure 6. Current velocities with actual geometry.

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 5, No.1, 1989
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Figure 7. Proposal.

Figure 8. Current velocities with modified geometry.

mined to be 26% after the first, 55% after the
second, and 85% after the third groin.

As both hydraulic and wave models were
fixed bed models, changes of the bottom geom
etry were calculated using a system of numer
ical models. It included models for tidal induced
currents, wave propagation, wave-current
velocity profile and sediment balance. The tidal
induced-currents model solved the vertically
integrated equations of continuity and momen
tum using an Alternating Direction Implicit
difference scheme. The model included lateral
turbulent shear stresses in the vicinity of the
groins. Details of this model can be found in the
work of Falconer et al. (1986). The parabolic

approximation of the mild slope equation was
used in the wave propagation model in order to
include the diffracti ve effects of the groins. The
model followed the approach of Ebersole et al.
GRANT and MADSEN's (1979) theory was used
for the wave-current velocity profile model.
Their theory describes the combined motion of
waves and currents in the vicinity of a rough
bottom and the associated boundary shear
stress. The theory accounts for nonlinear inter
action between two flows and gives solutions for
wave and current kinematics, both inside and
outside the wave boundary layer as well as a
solution for the wave-current friction factor
used to define the bottom shear stress.

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 5, No.1, 1989
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The velocity profile can be found as:

where:

u"" wave-current friction velocity (T".!p)1I2

u, current friction velocity (Tjp)1I2

k b bottom roughness (2D)

k,,, bottom roughness (kb(24u:,A,!ubk,Y')

~ parameter (1 - u;/u:,)

8w wave boundary layer thickness

K Von Karman constant
T, current shear stress

T w ,. wave-current shear stress.

In order to obtain the wave-current velocity
profile for an initial wave and current, an iter
ative procedure was used. Assuming an initial
value for the velocity at a height a(uo) above the
bottom, the equations for wave current inter
action can be solved (GRANT and MADSEN,
1979) and the velocity profile obtained, includ
ing the assumed u". The sediment concentration
profile is needed for the sediment balance
model. Similar approach as NIELSEN's (1986)
can be achieved to determine the suspended
sediment concentration profile:

C(z) = fez) . Co

Consequently the rate of transport, q, can be
found as:

q = f8C(z) u(z) dz

The variation of the bottom geometry can be
obtained solving the continuity equation:

(ah/at) + (aq/ax) = a

The continuity equation was solved using a
finite difference scheme. Field measurements of
actual conditions (velocities, sea level) were
used to calibrate the models. Model measure
ments of wave penetration coefficients and cur
rents were used as initial conditions to deter
mine future geometry. Different wave climates
were computed in order to establish bottom
geometry changes.

The increase in transport rate due to larger

current velocities exceeded the decrease due to
reduction of wave height in the entrance. A new
dynamic equilibrium with an average increase
of 1.5 meter depth in the navigational channel
all along the area affected by the groins was
obtained for annual average conditions of
waves and tidal range. Once the dynamic equi
librium was reached the new velocities were
compared with actual velocities (no groins). An
average increase of 30% was found. The navi
gational channel was stable with minor depth
changes due to wave climate variation, even in
storm conditions. Depth variations were only
important in an area close to the groin located
more seaward. A storm condition combined
with spring tide conditions was tested in order
to study this groin foundation. A maximum
increase of 3 meter depth was achieved for 4.5
meters tidal range and 4 meters wave height.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

(1) The increase in flushing effects of ebb cur
rents (Venturi effect) is an efficient way to
improve tidal entrances.

(2) The combination of field measurements,
physical models, and mathematical models is
an acceptable technique for designing protec
tion works at inlet entrances.
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o RESUMEN 0
En este articulo se presenta el conjunto de trabajos realizados durante un ano en la Ria de Orio. EI objetivo del trabajo era el de
disenar las obras necesarias para solucionar los problemas de navegaci6n de la ruta de entrada. Para conseguirlo se realizaron
una campana de campo, construcci6n de un modelo fisico de corrientes y un modelo fisico de oleaje asi como un modelo matematico
de transporte de sedimentos. Como resultado se obtuvo una configuraci6n de diques que garantizan un calado minimo asi como
unas condiciones de baja energia de oleaje.

n RESUME [l
Presente les resultats d'un an d'etude du goulet de I'Onrio. Cette etude visait i\ concevoir des ouvrages civils susceptibles de
resoudre les problemes de navigation i\ l'entree du goulet. i\ partir d'etudes de terrain, de modeles physiques et d'un modele math
ematique du transport Bolide. Trois epis ont ete prevuB pour garantir une derive stable et une faible cnergie des vagues a I'entree
du goulet.-Catherine Bressolier (UA 910 CNRS, EPHE, Montrouge, France).

[l ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 0
Vorgestellt werden die Ergebnisse einer Untersuchung des Orio Inlets an der Nordkuste Spaniens. Ziel der Studie war die Ermit
tIung von Entwurfskriterien fur die L6sung von Navigationsporblemen in der Einfahrt des Inlets. Losungsansatze wurden aus
Feldmessungen, Modellversuchen und einem mathematischen Modell erargbeitet. Geplant wurden 3 Buhnen, die eine vorgegebene
Wassertiefe und geringe Wellenhiihen im Einfahrtsbereich des Inlets gewahrleisten sollen.-Reinhard Dieckmann. Wasser- und
Schiffahrtsamt Bremerhaven, West Germany (FRGJ.
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